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Abstract 
Moriyasu, K. and M. Oka, The creation of homoclinic points of Cl-maps, Topology and its 
Applications 54 (1993) 47-64. 
We create homoclinic points for Cl-maps on closed manifolds. Under supplementary hypotheses 
of probabilities Ma% constructed homoclinic points of isolated hyperbolic sets for C’-diffeomor- 
phisms, r = 1, 2. We extend the result to C’-maps. 
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Let A4 be a closed Cm-manifold and f : A4 + M be a C’-diffeomorphism, 
Let p EM be a hyperbolic fixed point of f. The stable and unstable sets of 
denoted respectively by 
r-2 1. 
p are 
W”(P, f) ={x-: l&qf”(x), P) =o}, 
W”(P, f) = (xEM: l&d(f-“(x), p) =O>. 
Then it is well known that W”(p, f) (a= s, u) is a C’ injectively immersed 
submanifold of M. The points of intersection of W”(p, f) with W”(P, f>, differ- 
ent from p, are called homoclinic points associated to p. The points of intersection 
of the closure of W”(p, f> with W”(p, f) or the closure of W”(p, f> with 
W(p, f), different from p, will be called almost homoclinic points associated to 
P. 
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We know the problem of whether it is possible to create homoclinic points by a 
small perturbation of diffeomorphisms when there exist almost homoclinic points. 
For diffeomorphisms of the two-dimensional sphere Robinson [9] solved affir- 
matively the problem in the C’-topology (r 2 1). Pixton [6] extended the result of 
Robinson to a separable C” two-dimensional planar manifold. After that Oliveira 
151 proved the same results for area preserving diffeomorphisms of compact 
orientable surfaces. Takens [lo] solved the problem for Hamiltonian diffeomor- 
phisms, but in the case r = 1. 
Ma% [3] solved the problem for diffeomorphisms under supplementary hy- 
potheses of probabilities for the cases r = 1 or 2. The theorems of Mai%! play an 
important role to solve the Stability Conjecture [4]. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the theorems of Ma% are extended 
for differentiable maps. However our proof does not unfortunately work for the 
C2-topology. 
Let A4 be a closed Cm-manifold and C’(M) be the set of all Cl-maps from M 
into itself endowed with the Cl-topology. For f E C’(M) a point x E M is said to 
be singular if the differential D,f : T,M -+ Tf(,) M is not surjective. Denote as 
S(f) the set of all singular points of f. Obviously S(f) is closed in M. 
ForfEC%V)denoteaclosedset A(f)byA(f)= n..,f”(M).Then A(f 
the maximal f-invariant subset of M. Define as Mf the set {(xi>: xi EA(f) and 
f(xJ =xi+1, i E Z}. Then MY is a closed subset of the product topological space 
rIT= _,Mi (each iVi is a replica of M). For a subset W of M denote as Cl W the 
closure of W in M. 
Theorem A. Let M be a closed Cm-manifold and f : M + M be a Cl-map with an 
isolated hyperbolic set A. Suppose x ~4 /1. If there are a sequence {xk) c Mt with 
.x0” +X as k -+ CC and a strictly increasing sequence {mk} C U+ such that Cl{xf: k > 0 
and O<iGm,}flS(f>=@ (Cl(x’c,: k>O and OGiGmk}f3S(f)=fl) and u:= 
l/rn,C~JiG,~ (p; = l/mkC~Zi8X~,> converges to an f-invariant Bore1 probability 
measure u and u(A) > 0, then given a neighborhood 2Y( f) off in C’(M) there is 
g E ZY( f > such that g = f on some neighborhood of A and one of the following 
properties holds : 
(1) WY4 g> n WW, g>\A + @, 
(II) there is k > 0 such that xi E W’(A, g> (x,” E W’(A, g>>. 
As a corollary we have the following 
Corollary B. Under the assumptions of Theorem A, if (x,k] c WU(A, f > ({x,“} c 
W’(A, f )), then given a neighborhood %(f 1 off in C’(M) there is g E Y&f > with 
g = f on some neighborhood of A such that W’(A, g> n WYA, g)\A # @. 
For x E Mf we denote by J’(X) (J-(X)) the set of all f-invariant Bore1 
probability measures to which l/mkC~!“=k,G,~ (l/m,C~!“=“,6,_ ) converges for some 
strictly increasing sequence {m,} C L+. 
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Theorem C. Let A be an isolated hyperbolic set for a C’-map f : M + A4 satisfying 
a<fIn)=AanddenoteasA=A,U..* u A, the spectral decomposition of A. If 
there are x E W’<A, f) (x @ W’<A, f )) an d an orbit x E Mf with x0 =x such that 
Cl{x,: i 2 01 nS(f> = fl (Cl{x_;: i 2 0) n S( f I= fl) and u(A) > 0 for all u E.&(X) 
(u E&?-(X>> then there exists a basic set Ai such that given a neighborhood 2Y( f > of 
f in C’(M) there is g E 22(f) satisfying g = f on some neighborhood of Ai and 
WTAi, g> n w”(Ai, g)\Ai # 0. 
Before starting the proof we recall some definitions and notations. Let f E 
C’(M). For a subset A cA(f > write Af= {(xi) EMU: xi E A, i E 2’). If A is a 
closed f-invariant subset (f(A) = A) of A( f 1, then we say that A is hyperbolic if 
A n S(f) = fl and there exist a Riemannian metric 11 . 11 on TM and c > 0, 
0 < A < 1 such that for every x = (xi) E A, there is a splitting T,M = U i E LTx,M = 
lJ i E JES(xi, x) CB EU(xi, cc)) such that for every i E Z 
(a) Ox, f(E”(xi, x)) =Eg(xi+l> x) (o=s, u>, 
(b) for every n > 0 and v E ES(xi, x), II Dx, f “(v) II G CA” II v II, 
(c) for every n 2 0 and u E EU(xi, x), II Dx, f “(v) II z= c-lA_” II v II. 
Remark that if A is hyperbolic and (xi), ( yi> E A, with x0 = y,, then ES(xO, (xi)) 
= E”(y,, ( yi)), but this is not the case for EU(xO, (xi>) (c.f. [71X Thus we write 
simply E”(x,) = ES(xO, (xi)). We say that a hyperbolic set A for f E C’(M) is 
isolated if there is a compact neighborhood U of A such that lJr= Af. Such a 
neighborhood U is called an isolating block of A. Note that if A is an isolated 
hyperbolic set with fl(f I Al =A, where fi(f I J is the nonwandering set of f I ,,, 
then A splits into a finite disjoint union A = A, U . . . U A, of basic sets Ai (i.e., 
Ai is a closed f-invariant set and there is x E Ai such that Cl{ f ‘Yx): n > 0) = Ai> 
(see [7,8]). Such a decomposition is called the spectral decomposition of A. 
For x E A and (xi) E A, the stable and unstable sets are denoted respectively by 
WS(x, f)={yEM:d(f’(y), fi(x))+Oasi+m}, 
W”((xi), f) = {YEA(f): th ere is ( yi) E Mf such that y0 = y and 
d( y_i, x_~) + 0 as i --f m). 
The stable and unstable sets for A are defined by 
WS(A,f)={y~M:d(fi(y),A)-+Oasi-,w}, 
W’(A, f)={yEA(f): thereis(~,)EM~suchthat y,=yand 
d( y_i, A) + 0 as i -+ co}. 
If A is isolated, then we have W’<A, f I= U xEnWS(x, f 1 and WU(A, f > = 
U xEn,WN(~, f>. The points of WS(A, f) n W’(A, f>\A are called homoclinic 
points associated to A. 
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To obtain Theorem A we shall give the proof for the case when X, (x“] and 
(m,+} are chosen such that 
converges to k and p(A) > 0. Another case will be obtained by the same way and 
so we omit the proof. 
In order to prove Theorem A for diffeomorphisms Mafit [3] prepared several 
lemmas which describe the orbit behaviour nearby isolated hyperbolic sets. Our 
proof is in the framework of that of Mane. Thus we need to extend his lemmas for 
Cl-maps. 
Let D” be an m-dimensional disk of IF!” and Emb’(D”, M) be the set of all 
embeddings of D” into M with the Cl-topology. Let {DXm>X E A ((D,“}, E nf> be a 
family of m-dimensional Cl-disks with x E 0,” for x E A (x, E 0,” for x EA,). 
Then we say that @,“I, E n ({DTIX E Ar ) is continuous if for x E A (x E A,) there are 
a neighborhood U of x in A (x in Af) and a continuous map 4: U + 
Emb’(D”, M) such that +(y)(Dm) = 0,” for y E U (4(y)(Dm) = 0,” for y E U). 
For .S > 0, x E A4 and x E Mf denote the local stable and local unstable sets by 
Wz(x, f) ={yEiW: d(f”(x), f”(y)) GE for naO}, 
WcU( x, f) = {y EM: there is y E Mr such that y, = y and 
d(x_,, y-,) GE for n 2 O}. 
Let A be a hyperbolic set. By [7, Proposition 1.41 we may assume that 11 . II is 
adapted to A, that is there exists 0 < v < 1 such that II D,f(v) II G v II u II for p E A 
and u EEQ), and II DJ<u>II > v-l I) u )I for p EA, and u E E”(p,, p). Then 
for E > 0 sufficiently small we have the following (1) and (2): 
(a) Pw7 fLn is a continuous family of Cl-disks with 
TxWZ( x, f) = E”( X>, 
(b) Iw,u(X> f)Ixq is a continuous family of Cl-disks with 
Tx,~,“(x, f) =Jqxo, x>. 
There exists A, with 0 < v < A0 < 1 such that 
(1) 
(a> if Y,Z E wE”(x, f) ( XEA>, then d(f"(y), f”(z)) GA'@(Y, 2) 
foreveryn&O, 
(b) if Y,Z E K”(x, f) ( x E A,) and if y,z E Mf with y, = y and (2) 
zo=z satisfy d(x_,, y_,) GE and d(x_,, z_,) GE for every 
IZ > 0, then we have d( y_,, z_~) G A’@( y, z) for every IZ z 0. 
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The following is a result described in Mane [31 for diffeomorphisms. 
There exist 0 < y < A < 1 such that for E > 0 
sufficiently small there is S > 0 satisfying 
(a) if p EA and XEM with d(x, P) ~6, then yd(f(x), 
WE’(Q), f)) Gd(x? wEs(PP f)) ~Ad(f(47 KV(P), f)), 
(b) if PEA, and XEM with d(x, pO) ~6, then rd(x, ~Z(P, f)) 
(3) 
a@(x), qf<P>> f)) a+, w,“(P, f>). 
Here f: Mf -+ Mf is a homeomorphism defined by j?(xi>) = (f(xi)) for (xi> E Mf. 
(3) is checked as follows. Take y E W,U(p, f) with d(x, y) = d(x, W,“(p, f)) 
and put u = exp;‘y. Let n > 0 be a small number. Since 11 u II = d(x, y> 6 d(x, p), 
if the distance between x and p is small then f(y) E W,‘(f(p), f) and II D,f(u) - 
exp& 0 f 0 exp,(u) II G 77 II u II and so 
d(fW, W:(f(PL f)) w.fca f(Y)) 
= 11 exl&f( Y 1 II 
= )(exPj& 0 f 0 ew&> (I 
mxf(4ll+77ll~lI. 
Let ~(p, x) be the parallel translation of tangent vectors along the minimal 
geodesic from p to x and put 
u=u,+u*Ee(P,x)(ES(P))~8(P,x)(EU(P,P)) 
where p =po and TPM = U i E ,(_E?(p,) @ E”(pi, p>) is the hyperbolic splitting. 
Since ~,w,“(p, f) = E”(p, p), if the distance between x and p is small then so is 
II u2 II/II ~1 Il. Th us we can find S > 0 such that II vz II < 17 II u1 II when dx, PI < 6. 
Take V’ with v < V’ < 1 where v is as before. Then we have II D,f(u,)ll 6 v’ Ii u1 II 
if S > 0 is small. Thus 
d(f(4 W,u(f(Ph f)) 4Iwwll+rlII~II 
~II~,f~~~~ll+ll~~f~~2~Il+~II~II 
i v’ll Ul II + K77 II 01 II + 17 II u II 
where K = sup, EM I( D,f (1. Taking q > 0 small we have {v’ + Kq + q(1 - q)}/(l 
- 7) = A < 1, which ensures that &f(x), W,‘(fr(p), f)> < Ad(x, Y) = 
Ad(x, W/(P, f)). 
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To show another inequality in (3) (b) we need the following 
Take a closed neighborhood B(A) of A in M with B( A) 
ns( f) = 6. Then there are positive numbers (~c and ~yr such that 
(a) fl V,,(X) : U,,Cx) +f(.!lJ x)) is a diffeomorphism and 
f(i&(x))~U~l(f(x)) forxEB(A)whereU,(x)={yEM: 
d(x, Y> <a), 
(b) forE>Othereis6>Osuchthatifd(x,y)<Sthenfor 
x’ ~f-‘( x) n B( A) there is a unique y’ ~f-‘( y) with 
d(x’, Y’) GE. 
(4) 
We may suppose that U PE n W,U(p, f) cl?(A). Take Y E WEu(f(p), f> with 
d(f(x), y) = d(f(x), W’“(&), f)5. Since &f(x), Y) f d(f(x), f(p)), we have 
d(y, f(p)) G d(y, f(x)> + d(f(x), f(p)) G 2d(f(x), f(p)). If the distance between 
x and p is small, by (4)(b) there exists a unique y-r ~f-r(y) such that y_, E 
Wcu(p, f>. Put u = expf(i,y. Then, by the same method as above and by (4)(a) 
+, W,“(P, f)) <d(x, y-r) 
~II(o,f)-‘(~)ll+7)11~II 
G (K’+G(fW w,u(.f<d, f)) 
where K’ = maxtsup, E B(,,j II (D,f>-’ II, 11. Therefore, put y = l/(K’ + 7) then 
we have the conclusion. Similarly we obtain (3Xa>. 
For f~ C’(M) the following Proposition 1 shall be proven by the same method 
as in [31. 
Proposition 1. Let f E C1(A4> and A be an isolated hyperbolic set for f. Let 
0 < y < A < 1 be as in (3). Then for e0 > 0 sufficiently small there exists r. > 0 such 
that if d(x, V’) f r. and d(x, V-1 G ro, where V+= U xrnWE~(~, f) and I/-= 
U X E .,W,$x, f 1, then 
(a) (i) rd(f(x), V’) 6 d(x, V’), 
(ii) there is y E f-‘(x) such that d(y, V’) < Ad(f(y), V’) = h&x, V’>, 
(b) (i) there is y E f-‘(x) such that yd(y, V-1 < d(f(y), VP) = 4x, V-1, 
(ii) d( f(x), V-1 < Ad(x, V-1. 
If f has homoclinic points associated to A, then it satisfies (I) of Theorem A. 
Therefore, to complete Theorem A it suffices to give the proof for the following 
case 
f has no homoclinic points associated to A. (5) 
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Proposition 2. Under the notations of Proposition 1, if A satisfies (51, then for e0 > 0 
sufficiently small there exists r0 > 0 such that if d(x, V’) < r0 and d(x, V-1 G r0 
then d(x, V’) G hd(f(x), V’>. 
For the proof we need some notations. Write Wi(A, f) = U x E .Wz’<x, f 1 and 
KY&f>= L&n, W,‘(x, f) for E > 0. Then it is easily checked that for suffi- 
ciently small E > 0 and 0 < 6 <E we have Cl[W%I, f )\ Wi(A, f 11 n A = fl and 
CUWYA, f >\ W:(A, f )I n A = 0. 
For E > 0 small enough define a map fA : W,U(A, f > + WYA, f > by fA = 
f I W,‘(A, f 1. Then fA(WEU(A, f )) I W,‘<A, f 1 and for every 0 < 6 G E there exists 
k z 1 such that fik<WYA, f )I c Wz(A, f >. For k z= 1 define 0: = Cl[W,“(A, f >\ 
fk(W;(A, f >>I and D; = Cl[W;(A, f )\fi!YW,“(A, f )>I. Clearly Dr is compact 
((T = s, u) and satisfies IJ .JYD;) 3 W;<A, f )\A, U n>,Ofin(D:) 3 W,U(A, f> 
\A, 0; n A = fl and DE n A = ti. 0; and 0: are called proper fundamental 
domains for WYA, f > and W,‘(A, f> respectively. 
Making use of the above notations the following lemma is obtained as a slight 
extension of [3, Lemma 61. 
Lemma 3. For E > 0 small enough and N > 0 there is c = C(F, N) > 0 such that 
(a> if d(x, A) <c and p E WETA, f 1 satisfies d(x, p) = d(x, W;‘(A, f I>, then 
P Ef N(W:(A, f I), 
(b) if d(x, A) < c and p E W,“(A, f 1 satisfies d(x, p> = d(x, WELTA, f 11, then 
p E f,-“(W,“<A, f >>. 
Now we give the proof of Proposition 2. Let 0 < 6, G ~~/2 be as in (3) for e0 and 
B(A) be as in (4). By (4Xb) we can find 0 < 6, < 6, such that if d(x, y> G 8, then 
for x_~ Ef-l(x)nB(A) there is a unique y-I Ef-l(y) with d(x_,, y_,)~26~. 
Choose 0 < 6, < 6, such that if d(x, y> G 6, then for x_~ E f-‘(x) n B(A) there is 
y_1 Ef-l(y) satisfying d(x_,, y_1)~6,. By [S] there is 0 <a, ~6, such that if 
d(x, y> G 6, (x, y E A>, then WE:‘x, f > n W,I<y, f > consists of one point for y E Af 
with y0 =y. Since {W$X, f >}XEn and (W?(x, f)tE,, are continuous families, for 
a sufficiently small 6, if d(x, y) Q 6, and (z} = WE:lx, f) n W,“,(y, f> for y E Mf 
with y0 =y, then we have that d(x, z) =z a,/3 and d(y, z) G S,/3. Take 0 < S, ,< 
a,/2 such that if d(x, y> G a,, then d(f(x), f(y)) G 6,/2. Let NI be a number 
such that h”‘l~,, < S,/2. By Lemma 3 we can take 0 < c = c(E~, NI> < a,/2 such 
that 
if d(x, A) GC and peV+ satisfies d(x, p) =d(x, V’), 
then p EfNl(V+) c Ws”,,z(A, f). (6) 
Choose 0 <c’<c such that d(x, y> GC’ implies d(f(x), f(y)) dc. Then there 
exists 0 < r0 < e0 such that if d(x, V’) G r0 and d(x, V-1 G r0 then d(x, A) G c’ 
and x E B(A), which is our requirement. 
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1n fact, if d(x, V’) G r,, and d(x, V-1 G rO, then d(x, A> < c’ and so 
d(f(x), A) < c. Thus there is p E I/+ such that d(f(x), p> = d(f(x), V’> <c < 
S,/2. By (6) we have that p E W &,(y, f> for some y EA. Since d(f(x), y> G 
d(f(x), p> + dp, y> G 8, < a,, we can take y_, ~f-‘(y)such that d(y_,, xl < 6,. 
If y _ 1 E A, then by (3) we obtain 
d(x, v+> <d(x, w:O(Y-l, f)) <Ad(f(x), ICO(Y, f)) 
=Ad(f(x), V’). 
It remains to show that Proposition 2 holds for y_ 1 E A. Since d(x, A> < c and 
c < 8~2, there is y’ E A such that 4x, y’> G 8,. Hence &f(x), f(y’)l < a,/2 
and so d(y, f(y’)) G d(y, f(x)) + d(f(x), f(y’)) < 6, + &/2 G 6,. Take Y’ E Af 
with y;, =f(y’) and yi_, =y’. Then we can find ZE WJy’, f>fl W,so(y, f>cA 
such that d(z, f(y’)) G a,/3 and d(z, y) d 6,/3. Since d(z, P> < d(z, Y> + 
d(y, p> < a,/3 + a,/2 < 6, < ~0 and z, p E W,S,(y, f>, by (2) we have p E 
WrG(z, f>. Since d(z, f(x)) f d(z, p> + d(p, f(x)) G 6,/3 + a,/2 + c < 6, and x 
EB(A), there exists z_i of-’ satisfying d(z_,, x> < 6,. Notice that z-r E 
W,;(f-‘(yr), f). Indeed, d(.z, f(y’)) G a,/3 < 6, < 6, and d(z_12 Y’) < d(z_,, x) 
+ d(x, y’) <So + 8, < 26,. The choice of 6, implies z_~ E W,:(f-‘(~‘1, f). From 
this 
Z_~ E w,;(f-‘(Y’), f) n ws(A7 f) cW4 f) n JWL f), 
and so z _ 1 E A by (5). Since d(z _ 1, x> < 6,, by (3) we obtain 
d(x, V+) <d(x, W:O(z--l, f)) 
GA+(x), IV&f>) 
<Ad(f(x), P) =hd(f(x), v+). 
The proof of Proposition 2 is completed. 
Let ~~ > 0 be sufficiently small and r. > 0 as in Propositions 1 and 2. Take 
0 < 6 < 1 and a sequence {r,}I= 1 with r,, 1 = rA+’ (n > 0). Put 
V,= (xEM: d(x,V+) <r,, and d(x, V-) Gr,} 
where I/+ = U xE,J+$x, f> and v-= UxEn, WE;(x, f). Let if E A and take a 
sequence (xk} chff such that x0” -+X as k + ~0. Let Im,} be a strictly increasing 
sequence of positive integers. For xk = (xFliEZ and n z 0, call an (xk, n&string a 
finite sequence u = {x:, xF_ ,, . . . , x: + 1, xi} c V. ( -mk < m < I < 0) satisfying 
(9 u n V, + @, 
(ii) xF+i E V, and x:-i $E V, n Ix:, x:-i,. . . , xk,). 
Let c1 = {xt,. . . , xi) and a, = ix;, . . . , xi,) be (xk, 0)-strings. Define an ordered 
relation between u1 and u2 by u1 < a2 if ml > 1,. 
As mentioned before we define a probability j+k = l/mkCy/“=k,8&. Without loss 
of generality we assume that PI, converges to an f-invariant Bore1 probability 
measure p. 
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Proposition 4. Let f E C’(M) and A be an isolated hyperbolic set satisfying (5). 
Under the above notations suppose u(A) > 0. Then for every n1 > 0 one of the 
following properties holds : 
(a) there are n > nl, k > 0 and (xk, n + l)-strings u, < a, such that u n V, = fi 
for every (xk, O>-string u with u1 <u < uz, 
(b) there are n > n,, k > 0 and an (xk, n + l)-string u1 such that u n V, = fl for 
every (xk, O&string u with u z u,. 
For the proof we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. There are constants C, and C, with C, > C, > 0 such that for every k 
(a) if an (xk, O&string u is not an (xk, n)-string, then #a ,< C,(l + S)“, 
(b) there is NI > 0 such that ifn > tVI and u is an (xk, n)-string, then #u > C,(l 
+ 6)“. 
First we prove (a). Let u = (x,k, . . . , XL} be an (xk, O)-string and not an (xk, n)- 
string. Then we can find t E Z and the maximal integer s > 0 such that 
(i) rn< --s+tGs+tGZ, 
(ii) m = -s + t or I= s + t. 
By Propositions 1 and 2 we have 
rO>d(_xf_$, V-) >A-“d(xf, V-), 
r. 2 d( .$+Sl V’) >A-“d(xf’, V’). 
Since u is not an (xk, n)-string, we have x,” G? V,, which implies that d(x,k, V’> > r,, 
or d(x,k, VP> > r,,, a n d so r,, < hSrO. Thus we have 
#0<2s+ 1<2(log r,/log A)(1 +a)“. 
Put C, = 2 log r,/log A, then #a Q C,(l + 6)” when s 2 1. Since 0 < r. < y < A < 
1 and C, & 2, (a) holds for s = 0. (a) was proved. 
If u is an (xk, n)-string, then x,” E u n V, for some m sz t =G 1. Since XI”, 1 c?i V,, 
by Proposition 1 
Y ‘+l-frO~Y’+l-fd(x::l, V’) ,<d(x:, V’) or, 
and hence 
(1+ 1 - t) b (log r,/log y)( 1+ 8)” - log r,/log y. 
Take C, with 0 < C, < log r,/log y < C,. Then we can find Nr > 0 such that 
(log r,/log y - C,Xl + 8)” 2 log r,/log y for n > N,, and so (log r-,/log y)(l + 
6)” - log r,/log 6 k C,(l + SY. Therefore #u > 1 + 1 - t a C&l + 6)“. 
Next we prove Proposition 4. Suppose that there is n, > 0 such that both (a) and 
(b) do not hold. Then for every n > n1 and every k > 0 
(a’) if (xk, n + l)-strings u, and uz satisfy u, < a,, then there is an (xk, n)- 
string u with u1 < u < a,, 
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(b’) if (hi is an (xk, IZ + l)-string, then there is an (xk, n)-string (+ with u # (+r. 
Let 0 < 6 < 1 and V,, S, be as above. Take 5 with 1 + 6 < 5 < 2. Then we can 
find integer s0 such that 2s - 1 > 6s for every s > sO. We denote as vJT/n) the 
number of the set of all (xk, n)-strings. For k > 0 and n > y1r with vk(l/n+r) > s0 
we have by (a’) 
yk(l/n+l) G ‘k(l/n)/‘6. (7) 
Denote as a(k, n) the set of all (xk, O)-strings which are not (xk, n)-strings. S, is 
the set of all points x E V, satisfying that there is x E Mf with x0 =x such that 
x, E V, for some m E Z and xi E V,, for 0 < i <rn if m 20 and xi E V, for 
m G i 6 0 if m < 0. Put Z(k, n) = C, Egck, ,)#(u f~ S,>. Then we have 
pk(& - $+I) < &((l + 6)/‘$(1 + S)‘tn’ 
+(l(k, n) -l(k, n + l)j/mk (8) 
for k > 0 and n 3 n, with vk(l/n) > sO. 
In fact, from the definition of pk 
~k(S,-SII+I)=#(lgj~mk: XkjEsn--S,+,}/mk 
G tT@k(l/n) - “k<v,+d) + ‘ck, n, -‘ck, Iz + l))/mk 
G Tvk(vn)/mk + {l(k, n> -l(k, n + l)}/mk 
where T is the maximal number of all cardinalities of (xk, n)-strings but not 
(Xk, IZ + D-strings. Since T G C,(l + a)“+’ by Lemma 5 and v,(V,) G 
(I/[)n-n’r#‘$l) by (7), we have 
pk@n - %+l) G cdl +G)“+‘(l/mk)vk(~) 
+{l(k, n) -l(k, n + l)}/mk 
< &(I + s)“+‘(l/mk)(l/~)“-“‘v,(v,l) 
+{l(k, n) -l(k, n + l)}/mk 
~C2{(1+~)/5}n(l+~)5”’ 
+{E(k, n) -Z(k, n+ l)}/m,. 
(8) was proved. 
Similarly we have 
~k(~-~+l)~c2((1+S)/~]n(1+~)~n’ 
for n > n, with vk(l/n) > $0. 
(9) 
Define r(k) = min{j: ~~(5) < so}. Obviously r(k) + 00 as k -+ 00, and 
V,#r(k)__l) - r&&) 2 1. Thus 
pk&k)-I - &(k,) 
> C,(l + S)‘o+i ( +l(k, r(k) - I) -l(k> r(k)))/++ (IO) 
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Since vJI&_ ,> > sO, by (8) and (10) 
( 
C,( 1 + S) r(k)-1 +l(k, r(k) -l) -z(k, +)))/m, 
G pk&k)-I - ‘r(k)) 
<C*((l+6)/5)r(k)-1(1+~)5”] 
+{l(k, r(k) - 1) -l(k, r(k))}/m, 
and so 
m;’ < C;‘C,( l/[)+-l( 1 + S)t”‘. (11) 
Denote as T’ the maximal number of all cardinalities of (_rk, r(k))-strings. Then 
pk(Vr(k)) < (l/mk)T’Vk(Vr+)). Since Vk(Vr(k)) < $0, by (b’) We have u n I/r(k)+s, = fl 
for every (x~, O)-string CT. By Lemma 5 we have T’ G C,(l + 6)r(k)+so and so 
pk(K(k)) G mk -lC,so(l + 8)r(k)tso. By (11) we have ~~(l/r(~)) < C,((l + 6)/~)“k’-1 
where C, = C,~‘C~[“lso(l + ,)Q+ ‘. Thus (9) implies 
pk(l/n) = pk(y(k)) + n<,;rcklpk’“; - %+I) 
<C3{(1+~)/5)r(k)~1+C4 c {(l+s)/# 
n<j<r(k) 
where C, = C,(l + S>t”l. Therefore 
where int V, denotes the interior of V,, thus contradicting. 
We are in a position to give the proof of Theorem A. As mentioned before we 
suppose that A satisfies the condition (5). Thus by Proposition 4 there exist IZ > 0, 
arbitrarily large, and k > 0 satisfying one of the following properties: 
(a) there exist (xk, n + l)-strings (or < u2 such that uf~ V, = Id for every 
(xk, O)-string u with ur <u < uz, 
(b) there exists an (xk, n + l)-string u, such that u n V, = fl for every (xk, O>- 
string u with u # u,. 
First we check that Theorem A holds for the case (a). Let q* be the last point of 
ur n V, and q2 be the first point of u2 n V,. Then we can write q’ =xk and 
q2 = xf for some -mk < 1 <m < 0. Since ur is an (xk, n + l)-string, there exist 
~1 q n v,,, and LI & 0 such that f’(q*) =p’ and f’(q’) E V, for every 0 G t B a. 
By Proposition 2 we have 
d(q’, V’) <A”d(p’, V+) <Aurn+, <rn+, =ri+“. 
Thus there is y: E I/+ such that y: E B(r,‘+“, q’), where B(r, q) = {y E 
M: d(Y, 4) < rl. 
To create a homoclinic point associated to A the proof is divided into four 
claims. Take and fix (Y with 0 < (Y < 6. 
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Claim 1. If d(q’, VP> > rJ2 and n is large enough, then we have 
(9 xk_i P B(rl+a, ql) (1 <i <rn - 0, 
(ii> d(B(ri+“, ql>, V-) > rJ4, 
(iii> f ‘(y$ E B(ri+a, q’) (i a 1). 
(See Fig. 1.) 
To see (i> suppose xk- 1 E B(rAfa, q’). Since d(q’, VP> <<Ad(xi_,, V-> by 
Proposition 1, for n large enough 
d(x;_,, ql) ad(&l, V-) -d($, V-) > (l/A - l)rn/2>r,‘+a 
which is a contradiction. Thus we have (i> for i = 1. 
If d(xk_i, ql> G rAfoi for some 2 < i < m - 1, then 
<Ad(&, q’) +Ad(q’, J’h) 
<A(r,‘+* + r,+‘) < ra (if n is large), 
where A > 0 is a number such that d(f(z), f(w)) <Ad(z, w> for z, w EM. Since 
d(xk-i+l, V-) <d(Xk-i+l, f(ql)) +d(f(q’), V-) 
<ArA+a +hr,Gr, (if n is large), 
we have xkPi+, E V,, which contradicts that XL-~ $G V, for 1 < i d m - 1 - 1. (i> 
was proved. 
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(ii) follows from the fact that 
d(x, V-) Zd(q’, V-)-d(x, q1)>r,/2-r,‘+“>r,/4 
for every x E I?<rA +a, q’>. 
Finally, to check (iii) we use Proposition 1. Then 
d(f’( y;>, v-) =G qy;, “-) < hd( y;, ‘/-) 
for every i > 1. Since d(y& V-1 > d(ql, V-j - d(q’, y$ > rJ2 - t-A+‘, we have 
d(f’(Y$ s’) aqd, v-> -d(f’(Yl$ v-) 
2 rJ2 - h(r,/2 - r,+‘) > rl+a 
for sufficiently large n. Therefore we obtain (iii>. 
Set W= CE{xk,: k & 0 and 0 G i G mk) U B(A) where B(A) is as in (4). Then 
W n S(f) = fl by the assumption of Theorem A. Thus there is K > 0 such that if 
the distance between x and y is sufficiently small then for every x_r •f-l(~) n W 
there exists y_, of-’ such that d(x_,, y_,)<Kd(x, y). This ensures the 
existence of ylr l f-‘(y$ such that d(x$_,, y\r) <Kd(x$ y$,<K(n) where 
K(n) = KrL’+’ for large n > 0. 
Claim 2. If d(ql, VP) < rJ2 and n is sufficiently large then 
(i> ~~-i @ B(K(n)l’(l+a), x;_ 1) for 2 < i < m - 1, 
(ii) either d(B( K(n)‘/(’ ta), .x:-,I, V-1 > 2rJ3 or B(K(~z)‘/(~+“), XL-~> n V, 
= 0, 
(iii> f ‘(y$ @ B(K(n>‘/(““), xL1_,) (i 2 0). 
(See Fig. 2.) 
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Fig. 2. 
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To show (i) suppose that x:_~ E B(K(n)“(‘+“), xi_,) for some 2 <i <m - 1, 
then 
Thus 
+!Li+,, V’) ~AK(n)“(‘+“)+r~+S~r,, 
+L+i, VP) fAK( n)“(l+a) + u,/2 < r,, 
from which we have x:_~+, E V,, thus contradicting. 
If x;-, E l/n_,, by Proposition 2 we have d(xi_,, V’> <A&x:, I”) <r,, 
which implies that d(xk_ ,, V-1 > Y, since x:-i @ V,. Thus d(x, V-J 2 r, - 
~(n)‘/(‘+*) > 2r,/3 for every x ~B(K(n)i/(i’*‘, xk_,> if IZ is large. When .x:-i 
P l/n-i, we have either d(x~_,, V’> > r,_l or &x2_,, V-1 > r,_,. This implies 
that either d(x, V’) > r, or d(x, V-1 > r,, for x E B(K(n>““‘“‘, x:-i). There- 
fore x +Z V, and so we obtain (ii>. 
By Proposition 1 we have 
d(f’(y& V-) Gi%(Y:,, v-) d(d(Y:, 4’) ++I’, v-)) 
< h’(rA+’ + rJ2) < 2rJ3 < r,. 
Moreover f’(y$ E I/+ for every i 2 0 since y; E I/+. Thus we have (iii> from (ii). 
Since q2 is the first point of u2 n V,, we have f(q2) P V,, which implies that 
d(f(q’>, V’) > r, or d(f(q2), V-1 > r,. From Proposition 1 
d(f(q2), V-) G Ad(q2, V-) G Ar, < r, 
and hence d(f(q2>, V’) > rn. Since CT, is an (xk, II + l&string, we can find 
P2-2wl+, and a > 0 such that f”(p2> = q2. Using Proposition 1 again 
r, <d(f(q2), V’) =d(fa+i(p2), v’) 
GY 
-@+lqp2, v+ <y-@+l)rl+s 
> n’ 
from which ri/y > ya. Since d(q2, V-j = d(f”(p2>, V-1 =G Aad(p2, VP> < Aari+6, 
we have 
d(q2, V-) < y@rA+’ < y-pr~+‘+ps < ypprA+’ 
where A = yp with 0 < /3 < 1. 
Take t > 0 such that A’ < l/2. Then we have the following 
Claim 3. For n sufficiently large, there are points qt, q?,, . . . , q!, E V, such thal 
(9 402 = q2, 
(ii> f(qli) = ql,+l (1 =G i < t), 
(iii) yd(q!,, V-1 < d(q2_i+l, V-1 (1 G i G t), 
(iv) d(q?,, V’> G Ad(q?L+,, V’) (1 G i G t). 
(See Fig. 3.) 
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To check Claim 3 let yc, > 0 and F” > 0 be as before. Take 0 < 6, < r0 as in (3) 
for E = a”. Then there exists 0 < 6, < 6, such that if d(x, y) G 6, then for x_i E 
f-‘(x)nB(AI there is a unique y_, of-l(y) satisfying d(x_,, y_,) ~6,. If n is 
sufficiently large, then V, is contained in the a,-neighborhood &l(A) of A and 
Y 
-f-By1+6 <r n. Since 4’ E V,, there exists z EA such that d(z, q2> < 6,. For 
2-i of”-‘(z) f~i? we can choose q?, Ef-‘(q*) as in (b)(i) of Proposition 1 such 
that 
d(q?i, z-r) <&, and rd(q?i, V-) <d(q2, V-). 
Thus we have 
d(qT1, I/‘-) Q Yp1d(q2, V-) < y-‘pPr,l+’ < rn < rO. 
Moreover d(q?,, V’) =g d(q?,, z_,> < 6, and so q!, E V,. Thus, by Proposition 2 
d(q1,, V’) GAd(q*, V’) GAr, <r,. 
Since qtl E V,, we repeat this process and then we have Claim 3. 
From Claim 3(i) and the fact that A’ < l/2 we have 
d(q2,, V’) GA’d(q,2, V’) <r&L 
+22,, ‘/-) GY- n (t+q.l+s = crl+s n 
where C = y --(I +8). Write C(n) = Cr: +’ for simplicity. Then there is yi E I/- such 
that ~2, E B(C(n), y,‘). By Proposition 2 it is easily checked that there exists a 
sequence {Y 2iIi a ,, c V. n V- such that 
(9 f(y1,) =y2i+, (i 2 0, 
(ii> d( y2,, v+> < hd(Y?i+,, v+> (i > 1). 
Claim 4. For n sufficiently large, 
(i> yTi E B(C(n)‘/“+a), y,“> (i 2 0, 
(ii> f”(q2,> = q2r+s 65 B(C(n)‘/(‘+“‘, yi> (1 G s G t), 
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(iii) B(C(n)“(‘+“), y,“> C V,, 
(iv) x:-i E B(C(n)l/(l+a), y,‘> (1 < i < m - I - 0, 
(v) d(2, V-> < rJ4 for every z E II(C(n>l’cl +a), Y,‘). 
First we check (il. By Proposition 1 
d(&, I/‘+> 2 y’+‘d(ff+‘(&), v+) 
and hence 
d(y& V’) %qq2,, V’) -d(Y& 4%) W+lm -C(n). 
By Claim 3(E) we have 
d(YTi, V’) < h’d( yo”, V’) =G q Y& v+) (i a 115 
from which 
LqYEi, yo’) Nf(Y& I/‘+> -d(YL V’) 
> (1 -+qY& V’) 
>(l-q(y’+‘r,-C(n)) 
> C( n)“(l +OL) (if II is large). 
Thus we have 6). 
Let A be as in the proof of Claim 1. Then we have 
d(f”(q2J, Y;) > d( Y& f”( Yo2)) - q=(s%), fS(Y02)) 
> d( Y& f”( Yo”)) -A”+L 4) 
> d( Yo’, f”( Yo”)) -A”C(n) 7 
and by Proposition 1 
r”d(f”( Y;), ‘/‘) =G d( Yo2, V’)> 
from which 
d(fs(y(g, I/+)~y-“d(Y,2,1/+)~Y-S(r,/2+C(n)) <rn-1 
if n is large. Since d(f"(yg), V-) =O, we have f”(Yg> E V,-I (1 =GS G f)e By 
Proposition 2 
d(Y& fS(Y02)) >qs(Y,2)? v+) -d(Y& v’) 
> (KS - 1>+;, V’) 
> (A-” - q(yf+‘rn - C(n)), 
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from which 
d(f”(&), Yo’) > (A-” - l)(y’+‘rn -C(n)) -A”C(n) 
> C(~Z)“(‘+~) (if IZ is large). 
Thus we obtain (ii). 
For x E B(C(n)“(‘+“), y,‘) 
d(x, V’) d(Y ;, V’) ++, Yo’) 
<rr,/2+C(n) +C(n)l’(‘+a)<r, 
if II is large. On the other hand, since yi E I/-, we have d(x, V-) < C(~Z)‘/(‘+~) < 
r,,. Therefore x E V, and so we obtain (iii). 
(iv) is easily checked by (iii), and (v) follows from the fact 
d(z, V-) Gdd(t, y,‘),(C(n)‘/“+“‘<r,/4 
for every z E B(C(n)‘/(‘+“), y,‘). 
Choose c > 0 such that 0 <c <(Y and (1 + a)(1 + c) < 1 + 6. Let Z!(f) be a 
neighborhood of f in C’(M). Then there exists a neighborhood ~9” of the identity 
in the C’-topology such that ~5’” 0 f c 22(f). To obtain the conclusion we need the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 6 (cf. [3]). Giuen a constant c > 0 and a neighborhood A” of the identity, 
there exists R > 0 such that for 0 < r < R and x, y E M with d(x, y) < r’ +’ there is 
h E Jf satisfying that h(x) = y and h(z) = z for all z outside of B(r, x). 
Choose a sufficiently large n such that max{rA ‘a, K(n)‘/(’ +ay), C(n)‘/(’ +,)I < R. 
If d(q’, V-) >r,/2, then there exists y: E V+nB(r,‘+‘, q’) such that Claim 1 
holds. Since ri +a > r:’ +w(~+‘), as in Lemma 6 there exists h, E A” such that 
(1-i) hl(ql) = Y& 
(l-ii) h, = id on M\B(rifCU, q’). 
Let q?, E V, and yi E V- as above. Then we have q!, E B(C(n), y,‘) and so there 
exists h, E_N such that 
(2-i) hJy$ = q!t, 
(2-ii) h, = id on M\B(C(n)““+“), yz> ~M\B(C(n)‘/(‘+*‘, y,‘>. 
By Claim l(ii) and Claim 4(v) 
B(rA+a, ql) n B(C( n)l’(l+a), yz) = fl 
from which h, 0 h, E ~5’“. Define g E ?!Yz/( f) by g = h, 0 h, 0 f. Then it is easily 
checked that IVYA, g) n lV*<A, g)\A # ti by Claims 1 and 4. 
Similarly, we obtain the conclusion for the case d(q’, V-1 < rJ2 by Claims 2 
and 4. We proved Theorem A for the case (a). 
If (b) is satisfied, then there exists an (x~, n + l)-string (pi such that u f’ V, = fl 
for every (_@, O)-string u with (+ f (T,. Let q2 be the first point of (pi n V, and put 
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q2 =xf for some -mk G 1~ 0. Then we have (i)-(iv) of Claim 4 by the same way 
as the case (a>. Since .x,” E B(C(n)“(‘+“‘, y,‘) for every 1 G i G 0 by Claim 4(iii), 
there exists g E %(f> such that g =f on M\B(C(n)“(‘+“), y,“> and g’(y$$ =x,“. 
Therefore x0” E W”(A, g). 
The proof of Theorem A is completed. 
Theorem C is proved by using Proposition 4. For the details see the proof of 
Theorem D in [3]. 
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